FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
Others, like M. Massis,1 accept his nationalist. Catholic, French
tradition, but not for his reasons. They need an objective
certainty which cannot thrive on his subjective dilettantism, on
his contempt for intelligence; not for them is the agnosticism
on which, through a series of contradictions, he contrives to
build order.2 And we may perhaps conclude with M. Souday
that " The work of Barres will not die. He will be always read
for the sake of his enthralling style, his taste of heroism, his
love of France. But in the main it is not from him that anyone
will really learn to think." 3
3.   POLITICAL   NATIONALISM C   MAURRAS   AND   THE       ACTION
FRAN£AISE "
The neo-traditionalism of the " three B's "—Brunetiere,
Bourget, Barr&s *—was more of a philosophy, a doctrine, an
attitude towards life than a political system ready for immediate
application, and the Ligue de la Patrie franfaise, of which they
were the founders, was more a grouping of the like-minded
from different camps than an army ready to enter the political
fray. Formed in January 1899, under the leadership of a
number of members of the Academy who wished to show that
the " intellectuals " were not all on the side of Dreyfus,5 the
League itself did not live very long: it was too vague in its
declarations, too heterogeneous in its membership, to carry
en grade, grace k nous, dans I'e'chelle de la civilisation ! Dans quelques anne*es
ils beniront leur d^faite " (Foyages de Lorraine, p. 303). On which M.
Thibaudet comments: "Vers 1871 cela fut sans doute ecrit en Allemagne, des
Alsaciens-Lorrains, plusieurs centaines de fois " (Op. tit., p. 293).
1	Jugements, ii., p. 189.
2	Ibid., p. 205. Note this curious phrase from  UHomme libre\ " Mes
erreurs, il s'en faut bien que je les abjure : elles demeurent toujours fecondes
£ la racine de toutes mes verites."
3	Souday, Le Temps, 27th September 1928.
4	To which one might add the other three " B " novelist-academicians:
Bazin, Bordeaux and Boylesve.
5	E.g.   Fransois  Coppee,  the  poet;   Jules   Lemaitre, the literary critic;
iSdouard Detaille, the sculptor, and a number of University professors.    Its aim
was " Faire de Pamour de la Patrie une sorte de religion, aimer 1'aimee, m&ne
avec intransigeance."    Most of its members ultimately became Royalists, but
some (such as Faguet) realized they were on the wrong track and withdrew.

